
#41105, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, SKYLINE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 118 m² €3,000 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 3 0 2 1 YES NO 2 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

3 1 4

An attractive apartment situated in an exclusive location in one of newest and most modern complexes known as Skyline. The

project is designed to the highest world standards. The apartment is housed on the fourth floor in a lower building surrounded

by a playground and parks, overlooking Ada ciganlija and the parking lot in front of the building. It consists of an anteroom which

leads to living room with a dining area, a large terrace and a kitchen. The kitchen is fully equipped with all the necessary, quality,

elements and appliances, as well as the necessary accessories. The bedroom is furnished with a double bed, a TV unit and has an

exit to a private terrace. A bathroom with a bathtub is at disposal. The private area has two more large bedrooms as well as a

bathroom with a shower and a toilet that can be used as a small pantry with a washing machine. The apartment has central

heating and cooling system and two parking spaces in the building's garage space. It is fully equipped with designer furniture.

Visits to the building should be announced at the reception desk in the lobby of the building, which together with the security is

at service 24/7. Private wellness is available. The apartment is bright, and spacious, suitable for the clients with sophisticated

taste who expect and seek the world standard of life in Belgrade.
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